M824 2V FS LL + ALLY90
Automatic Tyre Changer

DESCRIPTION
Automatic Tyre Changer
The M824 2V FS LL is a super-automatic tyre changer, suitable for
all car, SUV, van and motorcycle wheels.
•
•

•

2V version with two-speed motor and tubeless inflating
device FS
Turntable equipped with a patented system to switch the
working range from 10 ÷ 20 to 14 ÷ 24 (from outside rim
clamping) with a simple manual shift.
Ergonomic pedals made of aluminum with clear symbol
function markings

The Increased Power system makes the rotation speed of the
turntable automatically adjustable so the torque remains at the best
ratio while at maximum speed. Available only on the M 824 2V FS LL
(2-speed version: 6 - 15 rpm).
The turntable can clamp alloy rims from both outside and inside
without any damage thanks to its special plastic protection
supplied as standard.
The bead breaker arm allows an opening up to 410 mm, and is
fitted with a stroke regulator to eliminate the risk of crushing the
tyre. The bead breaker is operated by a double-acting pneumatic
cylinder made from 100% stainless steel, generating a power
of 15500 N on the blade. Plastic guards (supplied as standard),
protect alloy rims during the bead-breaking.

Tech Specs

M824 2V FS LL + ALLY90

Supply voltage

240 V

Self centering chuck opening

10” ÷ 24”

Self centering chuck opening

13” ÷ 27”

Bead-breaking power (blade) (10 BAR)

15.000 N

Bead-breaking blade opening

410 mm

Max. wheel diameter

1040 mm

Max. wheel width

14”

Working pressure

10 BAR

Noise level when running

Single speed motor

≤70 dB (A)
0,75 KW - 1 PH - 200/230
V-50/60 HZ
0,75 kW - 3 Ph - 400 V - 50 Hz

Max. self centering torque

1.200Nm

Machine weight (M 824 2V FS LL)

288 kg

Two speeds motor (2V)
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